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Power Distribution Console Project
by Gary Bennett
Tired those clunky cigarette lighter plugs and the “cable jungle”?
In most of the astrophotography set-ups I’ve seen, there are a lot of those nasty cords used for the AC
adapters needed to power Camera and USB hubs. For those running off batteries in the field, some sort of
DC-AC inverter is also needed to power the AC adapters from a 12V power source. It makes no sense to
me to boost 12V DC up to 110V AC just so you convert it back to 5V/8V DC again.
Enter the Power Distribution Console

Here is a really ingenious device that anyone with some basic soldering skills can build from scratch. This
is one of those “instant gratification” projects that is fun to build and will make your life so much easier.
This device takes 12V Input and provides several output voltages needed by your mount, dew heaters,
USB Hub (5V), Canon/Nikon DSLR (8V), and other 12V accessories such as focus motors, etc. Note the
absence of those dreaded cigarette lighter sockets.
The following pages provide step-by-step instructions that include a template for drilling/cutting the “cutouts” for switches, chassis connectors, LED lights, and fuses. Also included is a complete parts list, list of
tools needed, and wiring diagrams.
The design uses 2 really cool Texas Instruments Regulated Switching Power Supply modules that takes
12V DC and converts it to the 5V and 8V needed for your USB Hub(s) and DSLR.
If you have never soldered before this would be a good time to learn and you probably know someone
who can teach you the basics.
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Overview
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRE GUIDE before ordering parts. My way is NOT the only way but you
will have a better understanding of how to modify my guidelines once you read the entire guide. It’s
mostly photos with very few words so it won’t take long.
Most of the wiring for this project is really simple.
• The Incoming power goes to the master fuse.
• That fuse feeds each of the individual fuses.
• From those fuses a wires goes to the individual switches
• A wire on the “ON” side of the switch goes to:
o 12V Chassis connectors (RCA plus and/or “Military” connectors
o The “Input” voltage going to the Texas Instruments Power Supplies
When you are finished it will look like a tangled mess of wires stuffed into a box. If this were a mass
produced device almost all of those wires would disappear in favor “traces” on a circuit board, buy hey, this
is a do-it-yourself thing.
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At the back of this guide is a complete list of components you will need.
I chose to have a total of 5 outputs:
3 X 12 volt outputs for:
Scope
Dew Heater Controller
Auxiliary (Focuser motor, etc.)
1 X 5V output for USB Hub power (you will be making a circuit for this)
1 X 8V out output for DSLR Camera power (you will be making a circuit for this)

Plugs:
Feel free to alter that type of chassis connectors you prefer. I used a combination of RCA and
“Military” style plugs (microphone plugs/jacks). Ideally I would use a different type of plug for each
output. The advantage would be that you could not accidentally plug a power cable into the wrong
outlet.

Fuses:
There is 1 master fuse plus a fuse for each output (5) for a total of 6 fuses. I have suggested what
fuse (AMPS) should be used for each output (some devices draw more AMPS than others) but you
can use the same fuse (10A - 15A for each as it is unlikely that a fuse will blow from an overload.
More likely, you will plug something in and accidentally cause a short (I have done this) when you
tried plugging in a cable (in the dark) and the shell of the plug touched both pos/neg contacts.
ALWAYS turn the switch OFF before plugging in a cable. The “Master Fuse” should be 15A.

LED Lights
These are used so that you have a way of knowing the switch is turned on/off. I can’t tell you how
many times I spent time trying to trace a problem only to find out that I neglected to turn the switch
on.

USB Hub and DSLR Camera Power Supplies
These plans call for 2 separate Texas Instruments Regulated Switching Power Supplies. One will be
used for the USB Hub power and the other for a DSLR Camera Power Supply. The benefit of using
a “switching” power supply (especially for running from car batteries in the field) is that they will use
considerably less power than a “linear” power supply. A Linear power supply reduces voltage by
dumping the excess voltage in the form of heat whereas a Switching power supply simply cycles
power on/off to achieve lower voltage. Capacitors take care of smoothing out the on/off cycles to a
nice, steady DC current.
The plans call for using 2 different models of the TI modules but for simplicity (the wiring is different)
you can use 2 of the same model. Both models do the same thing but 1 model has a higher load
capability (6 AMP vs. 1.5 AMP). Since a USB Hub could potentially be powering several power
hungry devices you would want to use the 6A module for the USB Hub. A DSLR uses very little
power so the 1.5A module is ample.
Both models can output a fairly wide voltage range (2.5V – 12,6V) and setting the desired voltage
output is accomplished by introducing a specific amount o resistance (Ohms). The best way to
achieve the correct resistance is to use a fixed resistor along with a variable resistor (trim pot). The
final circuit also uses Capacitors on the input voltage as well as the output voltage.
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TIPS:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Most of the components (except for the Texas Instruments Power Supplies) can be found at a “real”
(not The Source/Radio Shack) electronics supply store. The parts list at the back of this guide has
links to several on-line retailers. Many parts can be found on EBay. Walk-in stores: Ontario, Sayal,
A1 Electronics (Etobicoke). In the US, Frys. Where possible, I have included a “digi-key” reference.
Time wise, plan on spending a minimum of 8-10 hours.
Cutting/drilling the holes in the plastic project box makes a stinky mess, so don’t do this in your living
room.
It is easier to solder wire leads onto the components (fuses, chassis connector plugs, LED lights)
BEFORE you install them in the box. Then you can simply “pony tail” solder them together.
A wire that is too long is a nice problem to have. Trim wires to a comfortable length AFTER you
install the component in the box.
Ground (common) is ground! All ground connections (including the 5V and 8V circuits) ultimately
connect to the same place (back to the battery). I simply take several ground connections and
“bundle” them with a longer wire. Then you’re only left with a few ground wires to connect back to
the Incoming ground connection.
RCA plugs are always “Tip Positive”. There are only 2 conductors on an RCA plug: the metal shell,
and the plug tip. Make sure that the metal shell is always negative (common/neutral).
o EXCEPTION: Some Dew Heater Controllers (Kendrick for example) are opposite to the norm.
Typically they have several “programmable” outputs (for the heaters) as well as 1 or 2 nonprogrammable 12V outputs. The programmable outputs are often “TIP NEGATIVE”. They do
this because it generates less “electronic noise”. The non-programmable outputs are “TIP
Positive”.
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Construction
Project Box
At the back of this guide is a template that you can print out. Make sure you printer is NOT set to “shrink to
fit margins”. Print 2 copies. Use 1 as a template and the other for reference.
The template can be laid on top of the plastic box and held in place with some tape. For “round holes” that
will be drilled, just use something with a sharp point and mark the centre point. Make sure you made a big
enough “divot” so that you can find it once the template is removed.
For the rectangular slots where the switches will go, use a sharp Exacto knife and trace the sides of the
switch cut-outs. Go around the traces a few times so that you are sure you’ll be able to find the marks once
the template is removed.

The template shows what drill size to use to drill holes for the Plugs, fuses, and LED lights
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The rectangular holes can be cut out with a Dremmel tool. Once you are finished, use a sharp knife to “deburr” and then do a test fit of the components.
FYI, as seen the photo below, you will need to solder on “leads” (short wires) on the fuses and LED lights
before you permanently install them. More on this later…..

Use “Heat Shrink” Tubing on all exposed
connections
For connecting leads to the switch terminals it is
much easier to use “Wire Terminals”. Make your
solder connections, protect it with heat shrink,
then simply clip it onto the switch terminal.

Optional Diodes for Camera and USB plugs:
A diode is like a one-way “check valve”. Without a diode, the console LED lights will “light up” even with the
power switch turned off. This can happen if you have those devices plugged in to the console and the hub
is connected to your computer. Your computer ends up sending power to the LED (backfeed).
By using a 2.5Amp diode the LED light will only turn on if the console switch is turned on.
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Wiring Diagram – Fuses, Switches, LED Lights
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Constructing the USB and Camera Power Supply Circuits
The main ingredient in these power supplies are the Texas
Instruments Regulate Power Supply modules. The module is
able to output a fairly wide voltage range (2.5V – 12,6V) and
setting the final voltage is done by adding the appropriate
resister(s).
The circuit also uses Capacitors on the incoming and outgoing
power. These help the smooth out the “peaks” (ie: switching
on/off).
Please refer to the wiring diagrams. You are also welcome to
follow the TI wiring diagrams which can be found here:
- USB Module (6A):
http://www.ti.com/lit/gpn/ptn78020w
- Camera Module (1.5A)
http://www.ti.com/lit/gpn/ptn78000w

Suggested Voltages:
USB Power: 5.2 volts
Canon Camera: 8.2 volts
Total Resistance Needed: (for either module)
5.2V = 18.9 kΩ
8.2V = 5.55 kΩ
The easiest way to achieve the exact resistance is to use 2 resisters in series:
A fix resistor
A trim pot (variable resistance).
The Parts list shows the resistors and trim pots you will need
Suggestions:
Rather than using 2 different modules you can use the same module (ie: buy 2 of the
ptn78020w 6A modules). The wiring is identical. The only difference is that you will use
different resistance for 5.2V vs. 8.2V.
My instructions show that I constructed the 2 circuits on a single piece of circuit board.
BUT…It will be easier to fit the circuit into the plastic box if you make 2 smaller circuits (it’s
kinda crammed in there).
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NOTE About Capicitors Used:
1. The parts list shows that Ceramic Capacitors are needed for the Incoming power. I ended up using
components I had on hand and used Mylar Capacitors (the big blue rectangle thingy) instead. The
Manufactures instructions state that Ceramic is needed but Mylar works just fine.
2. Polarity:
a. INPUT capacitor (ceramic/Mylar) do NOT have an associated polarity. Ie: it doesn’t matter
which side is positive/negative
b. The OUTPUT capacitor DOES have a specific polarity. The side of the capacitor will have a
“dash mark” (usually silver color) that denotes NEGATIVE.
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Prepare a piece of circuit board
The pins on the TI modules are not going to line up with the pre-drilled holes on the board so you are going
to “bore” you own holes so the pins can protrude through the soldering side of the board. Just mark (felt tip
pen) the locations of the pins and then use a Dremmel tool to bore out a hole. TIP: Make the holes larger
than you think they should be!
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Test for fit.
Before mounting the module to the board (hot melt glue) pry off the green
fabric disks from the solder pins. Some versions of the modules may not
have these.
Now put a few dabs of hot melt glue between the module and board.

The following images are the best way to describe how to wire the circuits.
1. Tin (a dab of solder) the ends of the wires and other components before trying to make the 2 parts
solder together.
2. The orange wires are +Positive, the purple wires are –Negative/neutral.
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When it’s done, it will look like this:
Top of Board

Bottom of Board
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Wiring Diagram – 8.2V Camera 1.5Amp Power Supply
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Wiring Diagram – 5.2V USB Hub 6Amp Power Supply
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Connect the Power Supply circuits to the console

Now you can connect the power supply circuits to the console:
The 12V IN power going to the circuit comes from the console switch
The 5.2V/8.2V OUTPUT from the circuit connects to the plug,
Use Hot Melt Glue to insulate the back of the circuit board.

Adjust the final voltage output
Connect the console to a 12V power source and turn on the switch. Use your voltage meter to check the
voltage. Adjust the “trim pot” to fine tune final voltage.
Now you can “stuff” the circuit inside the console. This is where you may be wishing you made 2 separate
power supply circuits instead of 1 big one.
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Attach and console mounting strap.
Using an 18” elastic band (Velcro at both ends) drill holes for the mounting screws and attached the strap.
TIP: Stretch the strap between the attachment points

Label the switches and fuses
I used a label maker but you can also purchase “laser labels”. High gloss labels will do better with dew.
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Connecting Your Devices to the Console
Now that your console is complete, you will now need to “graft” the appropriate plugs onto the wires that
lead to your devices (scope power, dew heat, camera, etc).
You will need to figure out which wire is Positive vs. Negative. A voltage meter will help you determine this
information. A meter that has a “continuity” setting is even better.
Most of the cords on your devices will be a 2-wire cable and typically, the 2 sides of the cord are visibly
different. For example, one side of the cable may have printing, or be “ribbed”, or round vs flat, etc. You
can use these distinguishing marks to keep track of which is pos/neg.

Scope and Dew Heater Controller
Some of your devices, such as scope power cords and dew heater controllers will probably have a
cigarette lighter plug. Tip is ALWAYS positive so an easy way to trace polarity is to:
Cut the plug off the cord leaving a few inches of cord attached,
Either:
o Plug the old plug into a battery and use the voltage meter to determine which wire is
positive.
o If your meter has a setting to test “continuity”, place 1 meter lead on the tip of the plug and
the other lead onto the end of the wire. One of the wires coming out of the plug will make
a connection with the tip of the plug.

Powered Hubs
Powered Hubs usually come with an AC/DC adapter that plugs into the hub. We no longer need the AC/DC
adapter, just the cord. So cut the adapter off the cord and throw it away as the console will now be
providing the 5V DC needed for the Hub. Use the same technique as described above to determine which
wire is pos/neg.

DSLR Camera Power
If you have a AC-DC adapter to power you camera, you will also be eliminating the AC-DC adapter. Some
folks may still want to use the adapter for use with day-time/studio photography so you can easily use a
combination of male & female plugs to allow you to easily switch between running your camera off of the
console or AC power.
If you do not yet have an AC-DC adapter, you can buy an expensive “generic” unit from EBay.
You can also make your own using an old dead camera battery by opening the plastic battery shell,
removing the battery inside, and soldering wires to the battery contacts.
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Tools Required
Soldering iron and sponge
Voltage Meter
Stand with alligator clips
Wire cutters
Wire stripper
Needle nose pliers
Wrenches for retaining nuts
Drill
Drill bits:
¼”
3/8”
5/8”
Dremmel Tool
Sharp knife
Phillips screwdriver
Hot Melt Glue Gun and glue sticks
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Parts List
Quantity
Needed

Cost

TOTAL COST

Digi‐Key Part #

Electrosonic
Part Number

Texas Instruments Regulated Switching Power Supplies

1.5 AMP Camera Power Supply (for 8V Canon Camera))

1

$19.37

$19.37 296‐20506‐ND

PTN78000WAS

6 AMP USB Hub Power Supply (5V)

1

$33.20

$33.20 296‐20516‐ND

PTN78020WAS

2

$0.09

Diode (optional)

Simple 2.5A diode
A1 Electronics/Radios Shack)

$0.18 N/A

N/A

15 kΩ 1/2W (for 5V USB Power)

5

$0.07

$0.35

15KH‐ND

minimum order quantity = 5

3 kΩ for 1/2W (8V Camera)

5

$0.07

$0.35

3.0KH‐ND

minimum order quantity = 5

5 kΩ 1/2W (both USB and Camera
Power)

2

$0.88

$1.76

3309P‐502‐ND

Electrolytic

330 uF Electrolytic (5V USB Power
Supply)

1

$0.31

$0.31

493‐1023‐ND

Electrolytic

100 uF Electrolytic (8V Camera Power
Supply)

1

$0.55

$0.55

P1370‐ND

Ceramic

2.2 uF Ceramic (both USB and
Camera Power)

5

$0.34

$1.70

445‐2860‐ND

191L x 110W x 61H (mm)

1

$8.04

$8.04

53‐581H‐0

6

$2.20

$13.20

55‐800‐0

5
5
5

$0.14
$0.14
$0.14

$0.70
$0.70
$0.70

55‐932‐0
55‐930‐0
55‐925‐0

Switches

6

$2.26

$13.56

46‐143‐0

Chassis Mount Connectors
Chassis Jacks : 2‐Pin
Chassis Jacks : 3‐Pin

1
2

$1.34
$1.46

$1.34
$2.92

25‐732‐0
25‐733‐0

RCA Panel Mount

3

$0.75

$2.25

24‐181‐0

In Line Plug : 2‐PIN
In Line Plug : 3‐PIN

1
2

$1.34
$1.44

$1.34
$2.88

25‐722‐0
25‐723‐0

RCA Plugs

3

$1.38

$4.14

24‐120‐0

Resistors

Trim Pot

Capacitors

Plastic Box

Fuse Holder

Fuses

Plugs

15 AMP
10 AMP
5 AMP

LED Lights

12V Red LED

6

$4.70

Wire Terminals

7.4mm wide

20

$0.09

$28.20 350‐1903‐ND

$1.80

73‐336‐0

minimum order quantity = 5

Quantity
Needed
Heat Shrink
Tubing

1/4" ‐ 4' length
3/16" ‐ 4' length

Cost
1
1

TOTAL COST

$2.20
$1.74

Digi‐Key Part #

$1.74
$1.74

Electrosonic
Part Number
FIT221-1/4-4B

FIT221‐3/16‐4B

Wire
20 AWG
20 AWG
18 AWG
18 AWG

Hobby Board

Solder

Parts Suppliers:
On‐line:

Retail Stores

Red or Black
20 ft
White or Green
20 ft
Red or Black
10 ft
White or Green
10 ft
Nothing Special ‐ Speaker Wire will also work fine
Piece of circuit board

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

1

$5.97

$1.74

Standard Electronics ‐ Something like Rosin Activated FLUX 23AWG

$10.00

Elastic Strap with Velcro Ends ‐ 18" ‐ Dollar Stor Item
Use this to attach the console to your tripod

$1.00

#8 X 3/4 Screws, nuts, washers ‐ 4 of each
Use these to fasten the elastic strap

$1.50

Total Parts Cost

$174.76

Digi‐Key
Electro‐Sonic

The Source (Canada) / Radio Shack
Home Depot

A1 Electronics
196 North Queen Street
Etobicoke, ON
http://www.a1parts.com/

Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot

22‐0510‐0000

Radio
Shack/The
Source
Dollar Store

http://www.digikey.ca/
http://www.e‐sonic.com

Greater Toronto:

Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot

Note: A1 Electronics will have everything you need EXCEPT
for the Texas Instruments Power Supplies.
It is a rather interesting experience. Akin to an Auto Wrecker
that also sells new parts.

Home Depot

